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BIKE ROUTES

Trentino’s tourism bike offer is constantly
being expanded.
Val di Non boasts 23 km of routes which can
be biked on, connecting the centres of the
valley’s villages to the plateau’s flat meadows.
Other bike-friendly routes will be completed soon and
will be extended to ensure bikers can travel between
Val di Sole, Val d’Adige, and the Passo della Mendola.
The bike-friendly dirt roads are also especially beautiful: follow them into the lush valley forests and enjoy
breathtaking views.

THE ALTA VAL DI NON
BIKE ROUTE

The bike paths of the Alta Val di Non represent a
beautiful itinerary, a circuit boasting asphalt roads
wending their way across villages and the wide
meadows of the Alta Val di Non plateau.
The eastern part of the circuit dissects the centre of the villages
boasting some demanding climbs.
The rest of the circuit is virtually flat and coasts by lush, green
meadows at the bottom of the villages and is ideal for a family
outing. The Bicigrill in Sarnonico and the Romeno playground
are excellent stops if you have children!
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THE RANKIPINO
BIKE-PEDESTRIAN ROUTE

The bike-friendly path in Rankipino connects
the Palade Pass, in the province of Bolzano, to
Mostizzolo, in the province of Trento, where you
can continue on the bike path to the Val di Sole.
The route consists of dirt roads and snakes by the northern side
of the Val di Non, cutting across green forests boasting wonderful
views across the valley, its apple orchards, and the vast lake of Santa
Giustina. The entirety of the route is quite long, so we recommend
you only do part of it. The ideal starting point for families is Maso
Plaz, heading across a flat route towards Rumo and then return to
the beautiful Maso Plaz and stop for a tasty bite to eat in its garden.
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TAIO - SABINO BIKE ROUTE
A new bike path now allows bikers to cut the central
area of Val di Non without having to use the otherwise
heavily trafficked roads.
The stretch between Taio and Sabino is an asphalt road
and from both villages you can continue on secondary
paths with a mixed traffic.
In the future the path will be extended and connect the
Val di Sole and valle dell’Adige by bike.
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MOLLARO - castel THUN
BIKE-PEDESTRIAN ROUTE
The Mollaro - Castel Thun bike-friendly path has been
devised for mountain bikes: it cuts a vast swathe across
apple orchards, reaching the famous castle, where you can
head onto other mountain bike routes in the Predaia area.
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MTB TOURS

A selection of the best MTB tours in the valley,
differing in difficulty and physical fitness.
The mountain belongs to whoever loves it: that’s why it’s important
to respect it and whoever is on it. Our tours are developed on paths
used by hikers. This is why we highlight the importance of mountain
biking with care in the spirit of respecting the walkers. Careful cycling will avoid damage to the paths, accidents, and the closure of
mountain bikes to some of the most stunning parts of our mountains.

SUSTAINABLE MOUNTAIN
BIKING: RULES

Plan your trip
Do not go on closed paths. 			
Push your bike when required
Avoid paths if the ground is muddy
Respect the path, plants, and animals
Keep to the path
Do not leave a mark, including litter
Bike slowly on busy paths
Make it clear you’re about to overtake
Share the paths with everyone else
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Quick Tour Predaia

14,5

1:45

370 m

4 Ville - Tour 1442

17,7

2:00

300 m

Ziro del Lez - Tour 1429

12,7

1:45

430 m

Bear no fear! - Tour 1444

21,7

3:00

650 m

Rumo - Laurein - Tour 1432

24,5

3:15

800 m

Lago di Tret - Tour 1413

19,5

2:45

740 m

Short Tour Predaia

27

3:30

850 m

Medium Tour Predaia

32

4:15

960 m

18,9

3:00

830 m

Senter del Guardia - Tour 1439

HARD

Malghe delle Maddalene Tour 1430

37

5:00 1270 m

Macaion Climax - Tour 1411

28,4

The Bishop and the Hermit
- Tour 1421

27

4:30 1550 m

Predaia Superbike - Tour 1423

36,6

5:00 1265 m

8-Bello del Peller - Tour 1438

32,8

5:00 1615 m

4:00

980 m
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QUICK TOUR
PREDAIA MTB

A circuit tour on dirt path cutting across
the villages. Easy-to-medium.
Besides crossing the typical villages above the Coredo lake, the
tour stops by the suggestive lakes of Coredo and Tavon, and the
famous Sanctuary of San Romedio.
The tour can be easily spotted and features signs with ‘Predaia
MTB 4’ ON THEM.
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4 VILLE
TOUR 1442

The Non Valley from this charming side: Castles,
historic towns, and mountain views seen from the
apple orchards. Very nice view with little effort.
Today many apple trees and old walls stand at the mid-point of
this exciting Tour 1442 over the „4 Ville“ (four villages). This mainly agricultural land offers many paved cycle routes and country
lanes. With the occasional slope, the conditions are considered
easy and the technical difficulties low so there is plenty of time
left for you to wander and marvel at the natural landscape and
places of cultural interest.
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ZIRO DEL LEZ
Tour 1429

This short circuit along the foothills of the Maddalene
Group includes a narrow trail called “Lez” which back
in time was used as an irrigation way.
Rumo is a small municipality formed of a series of districts at the
foot of the Maddalene Group, and represents the linguistic divide between Trentino and South Tyrol. In this area the meadows
dedicated to hay harvesting are steep and the mountain peaks
stand high above.
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BEAR NO FEAR
Tour 1444

A short circuit on the trails of the bear in the Brenta
Dolomites, Paganella and Val di Non. There is also the
chance to visit the Fauna Park of Spormaggiore.
The chance to come across a bear face to face on this short
itinerary is remote indeed! However, you will have the chance to
see one from close-up if you visit the Parco Faunistico of Spormaggiore, our tour passing nearby.
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RUMO - LAUREGNO
TOUR 1432

A visit to the neighbouring country – as indicated by the
official title of this beautiful tour to the Deutschnonsberg
region. Between Rumo in the West and Laurein in the East
they speak an undefined language - and cultural borders
have been visibly crossed.
This link between Rumo in Trentino and Laurein in South Tyrol is
a tour with views of the northern slopes of the Deutschnonsberg
region and the Maddalene Mountain Range. The location offers
spectacular views over Val di Non, the Mendelkamm, and the
impressively rugged Brenta Dolomites.
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LAGO DI TRET
Tour 1413

Felixer Weiher, the lake situated on the bilingual border
between South Tyrol and Trentino, is a popular destination
among hikers and mountain bike lovers, offering many beautiful
spots that are ideal for relaxing and contemplating nature.
The route the takes you to the idyllic Felixer Weiher (Lake Tret)
on the slopes of Gantkofel. The return takes you along narrow,
partly overgrown trails along the east side of the Dos de Solomp.
However, those who wish to avoid challenging routes and are
short on stamina, can equally enjoy riding along a nice, rugged
route through the forest of the Malga di Fondo.
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SHORT TOUR
PREDAIA MTB

A circuit tour, medium difficulty due to its length and
cumulative elevation, but not a technically demanding tour.
It covers the entirety of the Altopiano della Predaia, cutting across forests and villages, stopping at the Coredo and Tavon lakes, and Bragher castle.
The tour can be easily spotted and features signs with ‘Predaia
MTB 3’ ON THEM.
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MEDIUM TOUR
PREDAIA MTB

Another circuit for MTBs
in Predaia.
The itinerary is well signed and compared to the previous tour,
the Predaia Medium Tour is slightly more challenging as it takes
bikers to discover the famous Sanctuary of San Romedio. Do
not miss out on the sanctuary and a selfie opportunity on the
road that connects Vervò to Tres, where the Brenta Dolomites
cut an impressive profile against the background. The tour can
be easily spotted and features signs with ‘Predaia MTB 2’ ON
THEM.
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SENTER DEL GUARDIA
TOUR 1439

A very varied single trail through the
woods above “Dolomiti di Brenta Bike”.
Time ago the border regions provided smugglers with routes for
the transport of illegal goods, they making use of little known
paths. In Val di Non, however, it was the poachers who had a significant presence. So as not to be discovered they used hidden
paths in the thick woodland. However the expert eye of the forest ranger was able to spot them. The result? A maze of narrow
paths of incredible natural beauty ... a blast of single trails!
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MALGHE DELLE MADDALENE
TOUR 1430

This demanding tour at the foot of Maddalene Group goes
up from Rumo to Passo Castrin, and then on into South Tyrol
along the ridges of Monte Ozol, and then back to Rumo.
From a distance the mountain range with its soft and green
foothills presents itself in an endearing and gentle way, but the
climbs in the core of the mountains themselves are extremely
demanding. One is later repaid when coming back down and
passing by the cosy and welcoming Malga Kessel Bassa, Malga
Revò and Malga Cloz, positioned as they are in a spectacular
location with the most beautiful of panoramas.
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MACAION CLIMAX
TOUR 1411

There are no better views: The views from the Gantkofel over
the Etschtal, the South Tyrolean wine route, and the Dolomites
are spectacular. And so are the single tracks leading to the ridge.
This tour to the north-east of the Val di Non requires high levels
of fitness and riding skills, but the views from the Gantkofel will
reward you for every bead of sweat. Even more energy, stamina, and resistance are required for the almost 13-km-long climb
from Fondo, so get ready to take on the challenge of the Mendelkamm single tracks. The level of difficulty of these tracks is
generally S2 and requires certain skills, but in parts it goes up to
S3.
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BISHOP AND THE HERMIT
Tour 1421

This tour wends its way across the western side of the Mendola
until it reaches the high-altitude Roen mountain pastures.
It features steep climbs which will be rewarded by a fun single
trail descent boasting one or two more technical stretches.
The dense forest on the western flank of the Roen is home to
two locations dedicated to a hermit and a bishop respectively.
You can reach the locations by biking on a demanding yet varied
route which starts in Coredo: let your mind wander as you take
in the scenery, which includes two artificial lakes above the aforementioned locations.
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PREDAIA SUPERBIKE
Tour 1423

A demanding and varied high-altitude route on the side
of the Predaia. The Predaia Superbike is organised on
this circuit once a year. However, athletes miss out on the
beautiful landscapes and views seen from the route which
other, more leisurely bikers enjoy.
This tour features all the traits that will make a biker happy: flow
trails across peaceful pine forests, crystal-clear lakes, high-altitude climbs at the foot of Roen mountain, views across the Brenta Dolomites and a neverending succession of exciting trails!
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8-BELLO DEL PELLER
Tour 1438

Explore the Brenta Mountain Range with – this
great tour of Mount Peller, which consists of a long
and difficult ascent and countless downhill runs.
The double loop we have planned forms an eight which links the
tough ascent from Tuenno to the Le Fraine Pass and over the
Malga Tassulla to the Forcola Pass, with the up and down slopes
across meadows and woods all the way back to Cles. The tour
requires plenty of energy, incredible stamina, as well as a lot of
experience on trails and concentration all the way to the end.
For this you will enjoy a tremendously exciting ride on the Peller
mountain side.
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Tour de Non is the new 4 stage
itinerary which crosses Val di Non,
reaching the peak of Monte Roen and
the very heart of the Brenta Dolomites.

The itinerary was conceived by bikers
for bikers, and includes the best single
and flow trails that Val di Non boasts.
Discover them on tourdenon.it!
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